
JCR Meeting 3.3 (Joke Meeting) - 27.06.2021
Attendance: SWC (President), MW (FCO), MP (VP), IC, BT (Chair), EMa, KM
(Trustee), GM, KBro (Environment Rep), RH, EM (JRO), MR (JRO), JC
(JRO), SU (Social Comm), NE (Social Comm), LM, JP (Trustee), SG (SwD
Rep)

Location: House 12 Gardens, the first and only in person JCR meeting of the
year

*Minutes of the Budget Meeting Pass, 3.2 still unuploaded and will be passed
along with these minutes in the first meeting of next year*
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Motions (Serious)
GovComm Reform

This JCR Notes:

● That the Governance Committee has 8 members.
● 8 is an even number.
● Governance Committee often votes on matters, and a committee of 8 could result in a

draw.
● The minor roles of Stool and JRO have similar tasks in meetings.
● The role of Stool has grown to include organising the raffle during the meeting, but

this is not codified in the SO’s.

This JCR Believes:

● A functioning Governance Committee is crucial to the running of the JCR
● Situations where a vote is tied could cause unnecessary burdens, arguments, and

delays in the process of governance making.
● The Stool and JROs could carry out each other’s roles if needed.
● The Stool has been instrumental in the success of the raffle this year, and should

continue to do so in the future.

This JCR Repeals:

From the “Positions in the JCR” Order:

4.1.4.

This JCR Orders:

In the “Positions of the JCR” Order

● 4.1.4. It shall consist of: 1) JCR Chair, 2) Senior Returning Officer (SRO), 3)
President of the Society, 4) Vice-President, 5) Stool, and 6) 2x Junior Returning
Officer (JRO).

● 4.3.2. 5) Carry out the role of Stool should the Stool be unavailable.
● 4.4.2. 5) To organise the prizes and run the raffle during the JCR meeting.
● 4.4.2. 6) Carry out the role of JRO should one or more of the JROs be unavailable.

This JCR Resolves:

● To reduce the number of JROs to 2
● To alter the roles of JRO and Stool to be able to carry out the task of one another if

deemed necessary by the Chair and/or SRO.

Proposer: EM
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Seconder: AW

Discussion

EM Central point is to remove a JRO

JC Have you ever been a JRO?

EM No but I have similar experience

JC Were JROs consulted?

EN AnJ was

Point of Information KM:

I would have believed that EM had been a JRO at some point

RH Which JRO would you kick out under this system

BT rejects this question

*No further questions*

MP Amends to keep the JROs as they are in number

MP It’s shockingly rare that we actually vote on something, even rarer that we vote on
something when we have full attendance, and even rarer that it is then tied (hasn’t happened
in any minutes since 2013). Also this could leave GovComm too short on numbers if people
are running for positions (like meeting 2.1 this year). So we should keep the current number
of JROs.

EM opposes on the basis of needed an odd number

Amendment passes, Motion now keeps the JROs at the same number, and changes the role
description.

*No further amendments*

*No opposition*

*Amended Motion passes on a general aye*
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Clash of Clans Society Motion (2)

This JCR Notes:

● Cuth’s does not currently have a Clash of Clans society

This JCR Believes:

● That a Clash of Clans society would be invaluable to Cuth’s
● Since the start of COVID restrictions and limitations, the student experience has been

largely online, an online community such as a Clan allows students to meet new
people and collaborate with them.

● As a society, Clash of Clans is a great addition to the college’s selection, it has no
barrier of entry, all it requires is a smart phone and internet access, no prior skill or
experience is required.

● Groups of up to 50 can play together as well as much smaller groups whenever
desired.

● Online entertainment has become a staple to many of us during the pandemic, I feel as
though Clash of Clans can capitalise on this whilst also allowing for face to face
interaction when lockdown restrictions permit it.

● A relaxed and inclusive structure will encourage participants of all abilities, providing
company for members to practice or potential for more competitive games

● We have spoken to students in other colleges who are also keen for inter-collegiate
competition, offering a chance to meet like-minded people from across the university.

This JCR Resolves:

● To establish a Clash of Clans Society for members of St Cuthbert’s Society and
organise weekly sessions.

● To enable members of college to meet with different people by participate in within
and inter-college competitions

● To actively encourage new, inspiring Clash of Clans players from current and future
members of the college

Proposer: LM

Seconder: CGK, AM, WTL, GW, IE, WF, HB, AC, GP, ABG, JM, SH, TD, MH, NT, NW,
BB, TO, KL, PS, PA
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Discussion

EM Are you serious about this?

LM Yes

MR Why have it as a society?

LM Otherwise its just playing clash of clans – there are clans up to 50 people

AW Would you charge subs to be part of the society

LM It would be free

SWC proposes an amendment that the Society should never be allowed to charge for
subs

LM I agree

AW Specifically never able to spend on in app payments. Could spend on for example a
lads tour

This AW comment is agreed on as being the spirit of the amendment

JC opposes the amendment

Amendments passes

EM Opposes the Motion

EM Just why – why not just play clash of clans

KM JuSt PlAy FoOtBaLl

*Motion passes after a vote*
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Elections (Serious)
Environment Rep (I)

2 Candidates: GM, RON

GM’s Hust

- First year, currently media manager
- Increase meetings, increase social media, make sure there are labels on recycling bins

Questions

KBro how will you get freshers involved?

GM Give each fresher a card/information sheet – this year the applications for the
committee could have been better advertised.

EM What is your impact on beef and its impact on the environment

GM Veggie, so I think it’s bad, but I think plant-based diets can have a bit of an
exclusionary side

JC 2 topics are climate change and waste in the environment, which would you focus on?

GM The second, everyone can help with global warming but its plastic waste that we can
realistically reform.

*Voted on online*
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Postgrad Treasurer (II)

2 Candidates: JC, RON

JC’s Hust

- PG at cuths, been JCR Treasurer, been PG&M chair, have a wide experience, will
ensure that we spend as much as poss within the budget in a responsible way. Will
advocate for organising day trips out, mature students brunch bar.

Questions

MP What is the JCR?

*JC gets it embarrassingly wrong*

KM How old are you?

JC 25

RH How many JCR positions have you held?

JC I’ve had 5 exec positions, I don’t know total, as many as possible

JC Elected
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SU Comm member (A position for which every commitment has already
passed)

2 Candidates: MR, RON

MR’s Hust

- supported the SU’s goals, aims, missions, liaise between the JCR and the SU, even if
it is for a limited amount of time

Questions

EMa Can you repeat the word liaise for us?

MR Liaise [pronounced slightly strangely, but basically correct]

KM What are your goals for the position?

MR Inclusivity

IC What is SU Comm?

MR Students’ Union Committee – that says it all really

MR Elected
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Careers and Alumni Officer

2 Candidates: JC, RON

JC’s Hust  (Delivered with a vengeance)

- technically an alumnus, and technically attended Edinburgh Uni

- I know the JCR, but because of my age I know many people in the alumni
organisation

- Can organise events in Durham that people will come to

Questions

KBro What do you think of LinkedIn ?1

JC I hate it, but I don’t need it. Understand its appeals.

KM How many friends do you have?

JC One, EM

RH Who is your best friend on the alumni committee?

AW blocks question as it would be association

EM People are unsure as to whether this is good, what would you do if this role dissolved?

JC I would be fine, I’d help it develop, and run for another Method II.

JC Elected

1

During this JCR meeting, an Alum, LM (Senior Welfare 18-19) connects with MP on this service. Coincidence?
Yes.
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Year Abroad Rep, Bailey Wardrobe Manager – No Candidates, will be rerun
next year

Correspondence and Reports

JC JRO

I haven’t been on GovComm and haven’t returned any election results. Always been
impartial. Returned no election results, but have returned many things – see Appendix A

EM Stool

A response to JC – chaired 1/3 of the meetings since xmas, which means BT would
only get a 2:1 since Xmas – disappointing. Have had stool responsibilities – see Appendix B.
Ran raffles, but no one really won the raffles. The ECBs have mostly been consumed today.

JC’s Correspondence – breach of democratic principles

JC At joke meeting 2020 there was a tiger named JC motion. This did not happen – all
exec meetings are null and void.

This is widely rejected
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Motions (Less than Serious)
MP’s Fresh Trim Motion

This JCR Notes:

● MP is a god among men
● MP’s trim is always fresh
● MP’s fresh trim has been a source of inspiration for multiple generations of Cuth’s

students
● In 2018, MP received a trim from a Cuth’s student which was so fresh it won him an

election for an exec position

This JCR Believes:

● MP’s fresh trim is an object of beauty that should be admired
● MP’s fresh trim not being visible would be an enormous loss to the Cuth’s and

Durham community
● Witnessing even an imperfect copy of MP’s fresh trim is sufficient to improve a

person’s day and cure multiple diseases

This JCR Resolves:

Positions in the JCR Order:

3.1.6 All members of the executive committee must style their hair to match Michael Power’s
latest fresh trim

3.1.6.1 At the start of each exec meeting and JCR meeting, the president of the society shall
assess the haircut of every member of the executive committee, and any member whose trim
is not sufficiently similar to Michael Power’s will immediately be removed from office.
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3.1.6.2 At the start of each exec meeting and JCR meeting, the vice-president shall assess the
haircut of the president of the society, and if their trim is not sufficiently similar to Michael
Power’s, they will immediately be removed from office.

Terms of Office Order:

6. Fresh Trims

6.1 Any member of the executive committee may be removed from office immediately if
their haircut is deemed to be not sufficiently similar to Michael Power’s fresh trim

6.2 The judge for this shall be the president of the society for all officers except for the
president, whose trim shall be judged by the vice-president

Proposer: JC

Seconder: EM

Discussion

JC MP is a god among men – his trim is good. MP leaving cuths – we need his haircuts
to heal us. All members of the exec must follow – any significant changes will be
accommodated for.

EM Sings the MP song – his name to the tune of give it up

AW What does the rest of your body hair look like

MP doesn’t know what to say to this one

*No further questions*

*No amendments*

MP Opposes

MP withdraws opposition

KM Opposes

*The motion does not pass*
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Governance Committee Reforms 2: Electric Boogaloo

This JCR Notes:

● That GovComm has recently been reformed* (*probably)
● BT will not sit on GovComm next year

This JCR Believes:

● That these reforms did go far enough
● BT is an excellent Chair

This JCR Resolves:

● To make BT the JCR Chair for time immemorial.
This JCR Repeals:

From the “Positions in the JCR” Order:

3.19

4

This JCR Orders:

In “Positions of the JCR”:
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3.19. BT

3.19.1. Elected via: Dictatorship.

3.19.2. Their duties shall be:

1) Call, advertise, and chair all General, Extraordinary,

Constitutional, and Governance Committee Meetings,

2) Be available to advise JCR Members on matters concerning the

Constitution, Standing Orders, Policy Documents, and the

day-to-day running of the JCR,

3) To keep the Standing Orders updated and well maintained and

to ensure that the most recent version is easily available to all

JCR members, and

4) To keep a record of resolutions adopted in general meetings of

the JCR updated and well maintained.

3.19.3. The BT may not propose or second any motions except in the

following circumstances:

1) To update the standing orders to reflect motions that were

previously passed but not included in a working version. In this

situation they may not propose any new ideas, and

2) To make a change to the standing orders following a request

from the Executive Committee. Such a motion must fully

represent the discussion by the Exec which led to the request

and should contain nothing that wasn’t requested.

3.19.4. They shall be a non-voting, impartial member of the JCR.

4. Governance Committee

4.1. There shall exist a Governance Committee (GovComm) whose purpose and

responsibilities shall be to:

1) Interpret the JCR’s governing documents,

2) Investigate complaints against the JCR,
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3) Ensure that all JCR Standing Orders are followed for motions and

elections, and

4) Provide support and advice to the BT in matters

pertaining to motions and elections.

4.1.1. It shall be called by the BT.

4.1.2. It shall be chaired by the BT and minuted by the

BT.

4.1.3. It shall meet at least thrice termly; within the week prior to every

General Meeting.

4.1.4. It shall consist of:

1) BT.

4.1.5. BT must now show bias or preference

towards any candidate during any JCR elections. They must abstain

from voting in Method II election

Proposer: EM

Seconder: JC

Discussion

EM GovComm is wank I will be shit as chair. BT is leaving, we shouldn’t have a
govcomm, we should just have BT as being fine for the rest of his days

KM Why not remove govcomm?

EM Just you wait for a later motion

JC the BT not BT – is it a person or a position

EM One day BT will die. Clone him and keep copies forever.

*No further questions*

*No amendments*

*Widespread opposition*

*Motion does not pass*
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Less is More

This JCR Notes:

● The JCR has twelve separate multi-page standing orders
● Many JCR members are confused by the standing orders
● Gov comm often needs to help people understand the standing orders
● In 1947, the architect Ludwig Mies van der Rohe adopted the helpful phrase “less is

more”
● This message was further backed up by Marillion in the title of their 2009 album

This JCR Believes:

● Only governance nerds can use the current standing orders effectively
● Governance should be simple and accessible to everyone
● Reducing clutter in the standing orders would make them more understandable
● Reducing the total content of the standing orders would make it more likely for people

to read them in full
● Ludwig Mies van der Rohe is an excellent architect, and it would be beneficial for the

design principals of our standing orders to model those of his buildings
● Marillion should also be a key source of inspiration for JCR governance
● In all things, and especially governance, less is more
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This JCR Repeals:

● Meetings of the JCR Order
● Positions in the JCR Order
● Terms of Office Order
● JCR Membership Order
● Method I Rules Order
● Method II Rules Order
● Method III Rules Order
● Referendum Rules Order
● Election Sanctions and Appeals Order
● Sports and Societies Order
● Awards Order
● Optional Order

Proposer: JC

Seconder: EM

Discussion

JC a lot of criticism of the standing orders – all multipage documents- only nerds know
them, others seek advice from the gatekeeping clique. Our governance should be ‘less is
more’ – less standing orders, appeal to repeal all of them.

MP Amendment: we should replace the standing orders with three documents, which
read “Live”, “Laugh”, “Love”, and perhaps an NB reading “God Bless this Mess”

EMa which is the best of the three pillars?

MP You cant possibly separate them. How can one live without laughter and love? How
can one love without life and laughter? How can one laugh without life and love? I reject the
premise of the question and I expected so much more.

*Amendment Passes*

*Widespread opposition to the amended motion*

Motion does not pass
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The Gandhi Motion

This JCR Notes:

● The Cuth’s song to be sung when consuming decoration (H2O) is the Gandhi song,
which includes a toast to Gandhi

● Gandhi drank a large volume of decoration throughout his lifetime
● There is currently no statue of Gandhi on Cuth’s property
● A recent wave of popular opinion seeks to make changes to the statues that are

displayed in public places so that we can honour people who’s achievements were
significant, and importantly were not racist

● There is space for many more statues in the garden of 12 South Bailey

This JCR Believes:

● Gandhi was an all round top bloke (Aside from several controversies as per the
GovComm meeting directly proceeding this meeting)

● Gandhi meets all the requirements to be a suitable person to have a statue
commemorating him
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● It would be beneficial to the morale of the JCR if students were able to toast a
physical statue of Gandhi whilst consuming decoration

● There should be a statue of Gandhi in the garden of 12 South Bailey

This JCR Resolves:

● To erect a statue of Gandhi in the garden of 12 South Bailey in the next 12 months
● To spend up to £50,000 on this statue, at the discretion of the FCO, to ensure that it is

high quality
● The statue must include Gandhi holding a pint of decoration

This JCR Mandates:

● All JCR members who consume decoration in the garden of 12 South Bailey to toast
the statue of Gandhi

Proposer: JC

Seconder: EM, MR

Discussion

JC we should have a statue of him. Would honour him and that anyone could toast to a
physical statue.

EM Shall we sing the Gandhi song?

They a bizarre song about seeing Gandhi at a shop

EMa he was a bit dodge wasn’t he?

JC I wanted to include ‘Gandhi is not a racist’ but I thought upon research I didn’t

RH What statue do we have

EMa ‘lady’

MW ‘philosopher man’

KBro Really another male statue?
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SWC Get one of me!

JC I am happy for as many as possible

JC Just want an additional statue

AW Have you asked SC (College Facilities)?

JC No

GM How expensive will it be

JC Up to £50000, up to IC to sort it.

*No further questions*

*No further amendments*

*Widespread opposition*

Motion does not pass

Supporting a Beef Ban in Cuth’s JCR

This JCR Notes:

● In a general meeting last year, Cuth’s JCR voted to support a ban on beef within
Durham University but has yet to address the beef between a number of members of
the incoming and outgoing JCR exec.

● Certain members of both the incoming and outgoing JCR exec, most notably KM,
have created a toxic and hostile fight culture.

● The production of beef is one of the leading causes of carbon emissions – beef is
responsible for 41% of total agricultural greenhouse gas emissions and that excludes
the remaining 20% of cattle reared for dairy production. Therefore, cattle contribute to
~10% of the world’s total greenhouse gas emissions. (Food and Agriculture
Organisation of the United Nations).
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● Statistics concerning the environmental impact of beef between exec members are, as
of yet, unknown.

This JCR Believes:

● Students deserve to be made aware of this issue and the actions that can be taken to
reduce the beef between exec members.

● That KM is not doing enough in terms of reducing beef between JCR members.
● That eliminating beef in Cuth’s may or may not have an impact on climate change, we

really don’t know.

This JCR Resolves:

● To ban beef between members of the JCR exec.
● Cuth’s JCR will write a letter to KM  expressing disdain for her encouragement of

beef, on behalf of the JCR.
● To formally censure KM for her behaviour, which is unbecoming of a Vice-President

Elect of the Society.
● Members of Cuth’s JCR will publicise the reasons for the beef ban and the JCR’s

decision to support it on the JCR’s facebook and instagram pages in order to inform
students of the reasons for the beef ban and why the JCR has come to the conclusion
to support it.

Proposer: AW

Seconder: MW, MP, JR, EM, CL, TB, JS, JG, KM

Discussion

AW last year we voted to endorse a ban on beef – but KM has ignore this and she says
some really mean things to me. On Tuesday she called me a ‘fucking idiot’. She keeps trying
to start fights. We should write a letter to her saying it’s not on. It’s unbecoming of VP.

JC How can we be sure its enough?

AW I don’t think it’s enough I think its appeasement- I will be looked back on as weak.
Never tolerate intolerance

MW isn’t it you who starts the beef?
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AW She pushes my buttons

EMa was he a fucking idiot?

KM Yes

RH do you want to fight everyone?

AW No

EM Would you rather fight 100 AW sized KMs or one KM sized AW

AW The former

MP amends to make the motion about AW and to formally call him and JC a stupid
bitch

JC opposes

Amendment passes

AW opposes

AW I think I’ve made my case

Amended Motion now about AW passes

CARACAS goes to Caracas Motion

This JCR Notes:

● Caracas, the capital of Venezuela, is phonetically similar to CRACAS, the Cuth’s Real
Ale and Cider Appreciation Society

● The JCR has a metric shit ton of money which needs to be spent
● CRACAS has not recently been on #tour
● Many societies regularly go on #tour
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● CRACAS has many alumni who would be keen to come on #tour, and the appropriate
acronym for that would be CARACAS, the Cuth’s and Alumni Real Ale and Cider
Appreciation Society

● The politics of Venezuela aligns with CRACAS’ view on cheap pints
● Caracas is only a short flight from Durham, and pints are available on this flight
● The full name of Caracas is Santiago de León de Caracas, and Santiago has the same

etymological root as James
● JC is a dedicated member of CRACAS
● In 2013, the World Economic Forum evaluated countries in terms of how successful

they were in advertising campaigns to attract foreign visitors, and out of the 140
countries evaluated, Venezuela came last

● Caracas has a cable car system as part of their transport system, and it is widely
acknowledged that consuming ale and cider in a cable car is an excellent way to
appreciate it

● The currency of Venezuela is the Bolivar, named after Simon Bolivar, who famously
enjoyed beer

● Martín Tovar y Tovar, the famous Venezuelan painter, shares a name with two
members of the CRACAS exec

● Martín Tovar y Tovar, in addition to painting portraits, painted battle scenes, much
like the scenes that will take place when CRACAS visits Caracas

This JCR Believes:

● It would be beneficial for JCR members to have the opportunity to go on #tour to
Caracas with CRACAS

● It would be beneficial to alumni relations for such a #tour to include current students
and alumni

● It would be charitable of the JCR to support a country which is famously bad at
attracting tourists by providing them with tourism

● Simon Bolivar was an exemplary freedom fighter, and we should honour him by
spending the currency that bears his name on those most noble of beverages, ale and
cider

● The number of pounds sterling that CRACAS would convert into Bolivars for a tour
in Caracas would significantly boost the Venezuelan economy

This JCR Resolves:

● To allocate £10,000 to support CRACAS on a #tour to Caracas

This JCR Mandates:

● The CRACAS president to organise a CRACAS #tour to Caracas
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● The CRACAS president to attempt to include alumni in this #tour, to make it a
CARACAS #tour

Proposer: JC

Seconder: MR

Discussion

JC capital of Venezuela – their view on cheap pints lines up with us, and we’d do their
struggling tourist industry a favour. 10k to fund a tour

KBro how will you make sure we won’t get it mixed up with Krakow?

JC I will consume a lot of it before to ensure it is distinct from ale and cider

AW amends so that they don’t come back – a one way ticket

RH opposes as it is essential.

Amendment passes

AW amends so that they don’t get money, and must raise 10k via sexy car washes

JC opposes citing insufficient sexiness among cracas member

Amendment passes

JC opposes – the motion as it now stands is not feasible.

Motion passes, CARACAS must fund their exile via sexy car washes

Inaugural Address Motion

This JCR Notes:
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● That as a student body our strength is in our collective knowledge of the 4 great
academic fields – Newfoundland Fisheries, the Etymology of the Spanish language,
The theory behind Penrose Tiling, and The impact of Cuths JCR’s support in the Free
Britney movement

● That while recent efforts by former and sitting presidents have elevated the JCR
hivemind’s knowledge on Spanish Etymology and Penrose Tiling, we remain
painfully uninformed on the Third major area of study.

● That our incoming president could raise both collective moral and intellect by
continuing the trend of giving an inaugural address on this Topic.

This JCR Believes:

● A greater knowledge of the Free Britney Movement could allow the JCR to operate
more cohesively and coherently (a lot less toxic and more womanizers).

● That not learning about Freeing Britney presents a great financial, cultural, and artistic
opportunity cost.

● That not having an official JCR involvement recorded in the minutes is dangerous and
could lead to grave divisions in the near future; Cuth’s JCR supporting Facebook
status got 66 likes and we cannot have this forgotten.

This JCR Mandates:

● That incoming President AW to give an inaugural address on the JCR’s involvement
in Freeing Britney in the Second JCR meeting of Michaelmas term 2021, in
Spanglish.

Proposer: KM

Seconder: MP

Discussion

KM AW should do a speech on the free Britney, cuths JCR played a huge role

JC Demonstrate Spanglish

AW “hello mi amigos”

JC What impact will this have?

KM It’s more about recording our impact, tops off, huge social media movement.

KM Britney reads the JCR minutes(citation needed)

Motion passes unopposed

Extremely Chocolatey Biscuits (ECBs) Motion
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This JCR Notes:

● That we have a college drink, but not a college food.
● That a packet of Tesco’s Extremely Chocolaty Biscuits were raffled off several times

this year, and have such been owned by many members.
● Cuth’s has a tradition of eating dessert with no hands.
● ECBs are sadly not vegan.

This JCR Believes:
● We should have a college food.
● ECBs are a delicious and nutritious snack when included in a balanced diet.
● Biscuits can be eaten with no hands.
● A college food should be as accessible to as many people as possible.

This JCR Resolves:

● To make ECBs our official college food, and record this as such in the Record of
Resolutions.

● To budget £50 per annum for the supply of ECBs at JCR events.

This JCR Mandates:

● The newly elected Trustees to carry out an investigation into making at least one of
the ECBs vegan, and to write to Tesco to inquire about this possibility.

● For the newly elected Trustees to submit their findings in their first correspondence of
the 2021-22 academic year.

Proposer: EM

Seconder: MR
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Discussion

EM extremely chocolatey biscuits – we should have a college food. Lobby Tesco to make
it vegan – MP said ECBs are not a brand they are culture.

EM bribes people to vote with him with biscuits (which are extremely chocolatey)

JC opposes the no hands bit being in the believes section – it is an objective truth

EM requests proof

JC eats an ECB with no hands. A little gross. No hands is moved to the notes section.

KBro nominates herself as baker as own brand ECBs

EM amends that KBro makes the biscuits

Amendment passes

Motion Passes
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Elections (Method IV, Less Than Serious)
These Elections are decided by level of cheering.

Leader of the song

Candidates: KMC, JC , MR, AW, EM

AW wins

Orbiting Professor of Martian Anthropology

Candidates: SWC, TB, AW

TB wins

Golden Bedsprings for Fornication

Candidates: LJ, JOC, JR, EM

JOC wins

Red Herring for Persistent and Unadulterated Lying

Candidates: KB, EL, IC

EL wins

Tweedledee and Tweedledum

Candidates: KM and BEEF, MR, AW and JOC, B (JCR Chair) and T (JCR Chair), BT and
EM

JOC and AW Win

Soft Cushion for Academic Blagging

Candidates: MR, AW, JC

MR wins
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The Wooden Spoon for sowing Disharmony

Candidates: KM, AW, JR, JP, MW

MW wins

Rainbow Yawning

Candidates: EM, AL (puking while doing covid tests)

AL wins

Keeper of the glass bell

Candidates: BT, JC, EM, WN, EMa, MW

BT elected

Keeper of Artifacts

Candidates: SP, MP, GM, KM, JC

GM elected

Professor of Martian Anthropology

Candidates: RR, JC, JGo, MP, AW, IC

IC elected

Keeper of the Couplets

Candidates: LM (Clash boy), EDK, EM, BT, JR

JR elected

Wincrete Memorial Trophy

Lots of candidates line up, about half of attendees

EM easily wins
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*Meeting Adjourned*
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